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	DoB: January 9, 2000
	Gender: Male
	Name 1: Dion Andrias T. Cortez
	Address: 11 Crichton Street, Silent Hill, West Virginia, United States of America
	contact Number: xxxxxxx (landline), xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (mobile number)
	I Email: xxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxx.com
	I Name   Relationship: Older brother
	Address 1: 11 Crichton Street, Silent Hill, West Virginia, United States of America
	I Home Phone: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	Cell Phone 1: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	Cell Phone 2: 
	0: Michael Ramon T. Cortez
	1: Ophelia Tremont-Cortez and Simon Richter R. Cortez
	2: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

	Relationship: Mother and Father
	Address_2: 11 Crichton Street, Silent Hill, West Virginia, United States of America
	Cell Phone  I Home Phone: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	Medical Information: Schizophrenia
	Date of Diagnosis: 02/18/2023
	Text113: 
	0: No interest in socializing, isolating themself, delusions, hallucinations, disorganized thinking
	1: Sertraline (50mg), to be taken once daily; Risperidone (2mg), to be taken twice daily
	2: Dion is asthmatic and it is triggered by sudden shifts in temperature.
	3: There are no known members of the family who have had mental illnesses besides Dion.
	4: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

	Treatment Goals: Dion experiences delusions and hallucinations. So far, he thinks they're not at all bad, but they're distracting. So one of the aims of this plan is to reduce the frequency and intensity of these delusions and hallucinations to prevent them from interfering with daily activities, especially important ones

Improve Dion's ability to socialize with others and boost his motivation to do activities, including social ones. He only started isolating himself recently, so it's best to try and get him to socialize and communicate better while it's still early.

Dion has become slightly overweight over the past year since he began to lose motivation to do things. He lacks exercise and hasn't been eating well (he overeats a lot). One of the aims of this plan is to enhance the overall quality of his lifestyle.

	Medication Change: Have Dion take the prescribed medication (Sertraline and Risperidone)  for now.

Have Dion inform us of any side effects caused by taking the prescribed medication.

We will adjust the dosage if necessary, as well as add any medicine that may prevent the side effects he will inform us about.

	Therapy: Psychoeducation: this is so Dion, his family, and friends can understand Dion's condition so that they are aware of his symptoms and possible symptoms that might arise, and so that Dion's family and friends can be made aware as to how they can support him.

Family Therapy: an extension of psychoeducation for the benefit of the family in order to help them discover and explore ways of supporting Dion, to help them analyze and develop possible solutions to solve certain problems caused by Dion's symptoms, and most importantly to help them cope so that the schizophrenia to help curb the impact that Dion's condition has on the family. This will happen once a week, every Saturday.

Art Therapy: Dion said he loves painting, so perhaps having him take Art Therapy might help improve things on his end as well as boost his overall mood. This will happen thrice a week, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT): We'll have Dion take Cognitive Behavioral Therapy through one of our experts on the team in order to combat and lessen the frequency of his delusions and hallucinations. This will happen once a week, every Thursday.

	Lifestyle Plan: Regular exercise: since Dion has become slightly overweight and has been isolating himself, it might be best to have regularly exercise. We suggest jogging around the neighborhood with either Saraya and/or Michael. Even friends are welcome. Doing so should help him lose weight albeit slowly (progress is still progress) and to help encourage him to at least go outside for a bit.

A change in healthy eating habits: Dion tends to overeat these days so imposing a diet for him to follow for now is good. He may eat his usual food, but we're limiting him to one and a half plates only, and we're recommending a lot of fruits and vegetables so it isn't all meat (he apparently doesn't eat much vegetables and prefers meat, specifically beef). This is so he can lose weight as well.

These two should help with establishing a daily routine for him, which may very well be what he needs to get him out of isolation and to have something to look forward to.

	Monitoring Progress: For now, we will have him follow this plan for two quarters.

Through weekly clinical interviews, self-reporting, or reports from family and friends, we will monitor his condition, as well as symptoms (both of his schizophrenia and any that might arise from taking his medication).

Depending on how things go, we will make adjustments to the plan, especially when it comes to medication to accommodate the side effects.

We've yet to implement more social components to the treatment plan. We want him to get out of isolation first and to have him look forward to at least spending time outside his room, and spending time with others, even if it's just through exercise.



